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RULES OF PLAY
THERE’S SNOW
WHERE TO HIDE...
Out on the tundra, two young foxes work to
stay alive. They listen carefully for lemmings
below the snow, pouncing at just the right
moment. Can they capture both lemmings
they’ve heard moving around before starving?
Underground, life is equally challenging. A
lemmingfamily searches for food and water
to bring back to their burrow, avoiding the
constant threat of the foxes above.
Which species will thrive, and which will
struggle to survive?

2-4 Players

Ages 10+
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GAME
CONTENTS
LARGE TOKENS

1x Carrion Beetle Token

2x Fox Tokens

1x Polar Bear Token

SMALL TOKENS

1x Polar Bear Print Token

1x Shell Token

1x Wing Token

1x Carrion Beetle

1x Food Token

1x Water Token

2x Lemming Tokens

6x Map Tiles

GAME PIECES

3x
Token Stands

1

2x
White Pawn

2x
4 Sided Die

2x
Colored Token

LEMMING BLINDER

LEMMING PLAY MAT

REFERENCE CARDS

RESOURCE CARDS

TUNDRA CARDS

6x

1x Lemming, 1x Fox

25x
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SETUP
LAY OUT THE TUNDRA

Arrange the cards so that players are closest to the zone of the
animal they chose to play. Setup the Cards As Shown Below

With the exception of tokens being used to display pieces above
the snow (e.g., the FOX PAWNS), tokens on the LEMMING
MINI MAP are considered to be ‘under’ the TUNDRA CARDS
for all purposes of the game. Each square on the board has a
corresponding card ‘above’ it. Lemmings move on the LEMMING
MINI MAP but also must flip corresponding cards on the tundra
above (see Lemming Movement, pg. 9).
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LEMMING ZONE

THE FOX PLAYER(S) CLOSES THEIR EYES
The Lemming player(s) secretly hides their BURROW CARD face
down somewhere in the LEMMING ZONE.

DANGER ZONE

Set up the DANGER ZONE with 3 Rows of Face Down Cards
seperated by 2 Rows of Face Up Cards.

FOX ZONE

THE FOX PLAYER(S) OPENS THEIR EYES
The Fox Players(s) selects where to place their DEN CARD

The Fox player then places their two FOX PLAYER TOKENS on top of
their DEN CARD using the TOKEN STANDS.
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FOXES HIDE THE RESOURCES
The Lemming player(s) closes their eyes as the Fox player(s) hides the
FOOD TILE,WATER TILE, WINGS TILE and SHELL TILE face down on the
Lemming mini map in the FOX ZONE.
They place their DEN TILE on the remaining spot in the FOX ZONE.

LEMMING MINI MAP
Place the LEMMING BLINDER in front of the MINI MAP, blocking the Fox’s View

FOX ZONE

Resource Tokens,
Fox Den, Fox Tokens

DANGER ZONE
Carrion Beetle
Polar Bear Print

LEMMING ZONE
Lemmings,
Natural Events

Lemming player(s) mark their lemming burrow using the BURROW TILE
on their MINI MAP. They place their LEMMING PLAYER TOKENS on top
of the BURROW TILE.
They mark the CARRION BEETLE and POLAR BEAR PAW PRINT tokens
on two different squares in the DANGER ZONE, on any square in the first,
third or fifth column.
They mark the location of the natural events on the MINI MAP in the
LEMMING ZONE, using the BLUE TOKEN for “Calm Clear Night” and the
WHITE TOKEN for “Shifting Snows”.
Lemming player(s) place the FOOD TOKEN, WATER TOKEN, WINGS
TOKEN and SHELL TOKEN to the side, and can use the white pawns to
mark the location of the foxes on their mini map.
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GAMEPLAY
LEMMING TURN
The Lemming objective is to find the FOOD and WATER tokens
hidden in the FOX ZONE and bring them back to their DEN in
the LEMMING ZONE before they get captured.
The Lemming player(s) completes the following actions in order. If one
Lemming is captured and there are two Lemming players, both players
must work together to move the last Lemming. Lemming players win or
lose the game together!

ACTION 1

ROLL THE DICE
Roll both four-sided dice to get the max number of spaces that each lemming
can move for this turn. Each Lemming gets assigned to one of the die rolled.

ACTION 2

MOVE YOUR LEMMING
Select one Lemming to go first.
The Lemming player then moves
their LEMMING TOKEN one space
at a time (forward, back, left or right)
up to their maximum number of
spaces found from the four-sided
die they rolled.
LEMMINGS CAN CHOOSE
TO NOT MOVE AT ALL.
LEMMINGS CANNOT
MOVE DIAGONALLY.

In this Example,
the Lemming has
rolled a 2.
It moves 1 forward,
then 1 to the right.

Lemmings cannot pass through or
finish their movement on a space
occupied by...
A FOX, activated CARRION
BEETLE or activated POLAR
BEAR.
Lemmings are safe from foxes in their BURROW, but if found inside by the
FOXES, they must leave the square the following turn.
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ACTION 3

BUILD YOUR TUNNEL
When in the DANGER ZONE - Lemmings must build their tunnels for any
spaces they pass through or land on by flipping over any FOOTPRINT
SIDE UP cards to their face down positions (no footprints). Cards in the
LEMMING ZONE do not get Flipped.
When in the FOX ZONE - any space the Lemming passes through or
finishes on can be checked for either the FOOD, WATER, or the SHELL
and WING tokens. FOX ZONE Cards are also not flipped over.

FOOTPRINTS

No Lemmings have passed through

BEFORE

NO FOOTPRINTS

Lemming(s) have passed through

AFTER

FLIPPED

FLIPPED
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ACTION 4

GATHER RESOURCES
FINDING FOOD OR WATER
If a Lemming finds the FOOD or WATER TILE, they can choose to carry
or leave the corresponding token. Each Lemming can only carry one food
or water at a time, and the token must always be with the Lemming.
If the Lemming is found while carrying a FOOD or WATER TOKEN, the
Lemming is removed from the game, and the token stays where it was
dropped. Lemmings may give the food or water token to the other to carry
if they are both under the same tile.

FINDING AN ADAPTATION
If a Lemming player finds the SHELL or WINGS TOKEN, congratulations!
Your lemming has found a new way to adapt to the harsh environment.
Each adaptation grants a special ability, but it can only be used once!
One adaptation can be carried in addition to a FOOD and WATER TOKEN.
A lemming can only hold one adaptation at time, and must keep the first
one it finds.

WINGS

Avem Dicrostonyx

Your Lemming is a natural born sprinter! You can
instantly re-roll the die one additional time or have
your lemming keep the wings to use the re-roll later
in the game during their turn. Once you have used
this ability, remove the wings token from the game.

SHELL

Chelyn Dicrostonyx

Your Lemming is thick skinned! If your lemming is
caught by a Fox, remove this token from the game
instead of being eaten. The Lemming is protected
until their next turn. You cannot remain under the Fox
on your following turn.

ACTION 6

ENDING YOUR TURN
After the Lemming player(s) has placed their last lemming, they must
leave the numbers they rolled on the four-sided dice revealed to the Fox
player (however, it is the Fox player(s)’s responsibility to check).
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FOX TURN
The Fox objective is to track and capture both
Lemmings, using NATURAL EVENTS to their
advantage while avoiding any hungry Polar Bears.

ACTION 1

ROLL THE DICE
At the beginning of the Fox player(s)’s turn – the Lemming player(s) leaves
the four-sided dice with the previous rolls revealed. It is up to the Fox
player(s) to remember to check and see what those numbers are.
Once the Fox has memorized the Lemming’s roll, the Fox player rolls
the four-sided dice to get the max number of spaces their Foxes can move.

ACTION 2A

MOVING
To move, each Fox gets assigned to one of the die rolled. They then move
their FOX TOKEN one space at a time (forward, back, left or right) up to
the maximum number of spaces rolled. Foxes may choose to move zero
spaces.
Foxes cannot pass through or end their turn on a space where the
activated POLAR BEAR token or CARRION BEETLE is located, or the
Fox is captured and removed.
Fox player(s), cannot keep their tokens (including the CARRION
BEETLE) in the same spot or shift their tokens between the same spots
for more than 2 turns.
The Foxes cannot remain on the FOOD, WATER,
or LEMMING BURROW tile for more than one turn.

In this example, THE
FOX wants to move
to B4.
Unfortunately, a
POLAR BEAR
Blocks her path, and
she has to go all the
way around, as she
cannot pass through
the occupied tile.
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ACTION 2B

LISTENING
To listen, starting from the space their FOX token is occupying, the Fox
player indicates a one directional straight line (forwards, backwards,
sideways, diagonally) where their Fox is LISTENING.
If a LEMMING is anywhere along this line, the Lemming player(s) must
say so. The Lemming player(s) does not need to specify if there is more
than one LEMMING, or the location of the LEMMING in the line.

In this example, the Fox listens diagonally; up and to the left for her prey.
There is a LEMMING there and the Lemming player(s) says so. The Fox does
not hear the LEMMING behind her. This means the LEMMING can only be in
one of two places but the Fox has already moved!
Fortunately, the other Fox still has both their actions. They LISTEN first in a
straight line directly down. The Lemming player(s) says there is no Lemming
there. That only leaves one place left the LEMMING TOKEN could be and the
Fox still has their MOVE action! If they ROLL a 2 or higher they can reach the

LEMMING.

FOXES MOVE OR LISTEN

IN ANY ORDER

The Fox player(s) can listen and move in any order and can
interchange actions between both Foxes. (e.g., one Fox listens, the
other one moves and listens, then the first Fox moves).
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ACTION 4

POUNCE

Once the movement for one Fox is completed, the Fox may
pounce on the space where they’ve ended their movement to see
what’s under the TUNDRA CARD. Lemming players tell the Fox
players what is under the snow based on the location of objects
on their MINI MAP. If the Fox finds...

A LEMMING
Hiding under the tile (that is not the Lemming’s
burrow), this Lemming is captured and out of the
game. If this is the last Lemming left, the game is
over and the Foxes win!
The Fox may capture a Lemming underneath the
tiles in the LEMMING and FOX ZONES and see if
any of the tokens under that tile have already been
taken.

POLAR BEAR PAW PRINT
After the Foxes’ next turn, the Lemming player(s)
takes the POLAR BEAR token and places it on the
card above the POLAR BEAR PAW PRINT token.
The Lemming player(s) can then begin to operate
the POLAR BEAR. They may use the PAW PRINT
TOKEN to mark the location of the POLAR BEAR
on their map.

THE CARRION BEETLE
The Fox player takes the CARRION BEETLE token
and places it on top of the tile. The Fox player can
then operate the beetle at the end of this turn
sequence (after the Foxes’ turns or POLAR BEAR
if it is active). Lemming Player(s) may use the MINI
BEETLE TOKEN to continue mark the location of
the CARRION BEETLE on their map.

LEMMING ZONE RESOURCES
When searching under tiles in their FOX ZONE,
Lemming Player(s) must indicate to the Fox player(s)
if a resource/adaptation is still there or not.
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ACTION 5

NATURAL EVENTS
A CALM CLEAR NIGHT

On this night, the tundra is so
quiet that foxes can hear much
better. Lemming player(s)
give the Fox player(s) the
BLUE TOKEN and the CALM
CLEAR NIGHT CARD. They
may discard them at the end of
one of their turns to learn the
locations of both lemmings.

SHIFTING SNOWS

Strong winds leave the lemming

exposed to the elements!
Lemming player(s) gives the
FOX TOKEN the WHITE
TOKEN and the Fox Player(s)
the SHIFTING SNOWS CARD.
They may discard them at any
time to move any LEMMING
TOKENS in an indicated
straight line one square closer
to them.

In this Example, the
Lemming is pulled one
square towards the Fox.
The Card is face up, so it
will be turned face down.

If the Lemming gets moved to a face up card, the card is turned face
down. If the Lemming gets moved to the same tile as the Fox they
are captured (unless in possession of the shell). The Fox may pull
the lemming out of their burrow. They may pull Lemmings along a
diagonal line.
After pouncing, if in the DANGER ZONE,
the Fox player flips the tile over to display their footprints.
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THE

POLAR BEAR
EXTRA LEMMING ACTION

Operated by the Lemming player(s), The POLAR BEAR’s objective
is to capture the FOXES and act as protection for the LEMMINGS
in the process.

TURN ORDER

IF ACTIVE

IF ACTIVE

ACTIVATING THE BEAR
The POLAR BEAR is activated when a FOX player overturns the
hidden POLAR BEAR PAW PRINT token during the game. If the
POLAR BEAR PAW PRINT token is turned over, after the Fox
player(s)’s following turn, the Lemming player(s) places the POLAR
BEAR token on the POLAR BEAR PAW PRINT token space and can
begin to operate the POLAR BEAR.
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USING THE BEAR
POLAR BEAR BECOMES ACTIVE AFTER THE FOXES NEXT TURN
The Lemming player rolls a die for the Polar Bear and can move up to that
number of squares. They may move zero spaces if they choose, or cannot
move.
The Polar Bear is tracking the Foxes, and may only move on the FACE UP
TUNDRA CARDS in the DANGER ZONE.
Since Lemmings flip tiles face down, their movements may limit the Polar
Bear’s range. Likewise, Foxes pouncing in the DANGER ZONE may
inadvertently increase the Polar Bear’s range. Foxes will always end up
being on a face up card in the DANGER ZONE (once they pounce) so be
careful Foxes!

In this example, the lemming
player(s) rolls a 2 for the POLAR
BEAR. The bear moves one tile to
the right and then chooses to stay
there, as there are no other FACE
UP cards to continue.

CAPTURING TOKENS
NO ANIMAL IS SAFE FROM DEATH’S TOUCH.
EVEN TOP PREDATORS HAVE TO BE CAREFUL.

Neither Fox, nor Lemming may be on the same square as the Polar Bear or
they will be captured.

REMEMBER!

If the Lemming has activated the SHELL this turn,
they remain safe until their following turn.

BEWARE THE CARRION BEETLE
If the Polar Bear is destroyed by the CARRION BEETLE, the POLAR
BEAR is taken out of play. Place the POLAR BEAR PAW PRINT token in
the same place it was found.
The POLAR BEAR can then be reactivated if the Fox flips
over the POLAR BEAR PAW PRINT tile again during the game.
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THE

CARRION
BEETLE
EXTRA FOX ACTION

The carrion beetle is a decomposer in the arctic. It represents the
beginning and end of the life cycle and therefore is deadly to all active
tokens on the board.

TURN ORDER

IF ACTIVE

IF ACTIVE

ACTIVATING THE BEETLE
The CARRION BEETLE is activated and the controlled once the Fox
player(s) find the hidden MINI CARRION BEETLE TOKEN during the
game.
If the carrion beetle token is found, the Fox player(s) places the LARGE
BEETLE TOKEN on top of its corresponding card, and can begin to
operate the carrion beetle after the Fox player(s) completes their turn, or
after the POLAR BEAR turn (if the Polar Bear is active).
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MOVING THE CARRION BEETLE
The Fox player(s) rolls the die for the CARRION BEETLE and can
move up to that number of squares in any direction.
The Carrion Beetle hops, allowing it to skip cards.

H

O

P!

For example, with a roll of 2 the Carrion Beetle will move 4 spaces.
The Carrion Beetle cannot move less than 2 squares at a time.

HOP!

2

H

O

P!

1

3

In this example, the Fox player(s) rolled 3 for the Carrion Beetle, hoping 3 times all
the way to the LEMMING ZONE!

QUICK TIP!
The Carrion Beetle Has to move 2 Cards at a time,
therefore there will always be some squares it cannot reach!
Where the beetle is hidden at the beginning of the game is important!

CAPTURING TOKENS
If the CARRION BEETLE lands on the same square as the POLAR
BEAR both are destroyed. The CARRION BEETLE TOKEN can then be
reactivated again by the FOX returning to the same spot it was found.
NO TOKEN IS COMPLETELY SAFE.
If the CARRION BEETLE lands on a square with a LEMMING underneath
the LEMMING(S) MUST VACATE THE TILE during their next turn, or they
are removed from the game.
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ARCTIC

SURVIVAL
THERE’S SNOW
WHERE TO HIDE...
Out on the tundra, two young foxes
work to stay alive and find food.
They listen carefully to their prey
below before pouncing at just the
right moment. Underground, life
is equally challenging. A lemming
family searches for food and water, all
with the constant threat of the foxes
above. Which species will thrive, and
which will struggle to survive?

